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What Sections Your Resume Should Contain

● Contact Info

● Skills and/or Training

● Relevant Work Experience (If you have any)

● Personal or School Projects

● Education/Certificates

If you still have space you can add extra content like game jam awards, or things of that nature. 

These could spark great conversations with your interviewer, where you can talk about your 

contributions.



Contact Info

At minimum please have your name, professional email, and phone number.

If you do not have these three items every recruiter will pass on your resume. It says a lot about a 

candidate who could not be bothered to include basic contact information.

If you want to stand out in this section also put down:

● Link to Linkedin

● Link to website portfolio

● Link to github page (Gives the recruiter and interviewers confidence that you have some 

knowledge of source control software)



Example of Good Contact Info

● Contact information is clear

● Has links to portfolio

● Easy to read format



Skills and/or Training

This section is where you can list what languages, software, etc. you are proficient in. 

We have found it is nice if a candidate puts programming languages and software in order of most 

knowledgeable to least. 

Skills and Training can include these items:

● Programming languages

● Software

● Math

● Computer science concepts

● Management and Communication skills



Example of Skills and Training Section

● List shows applicants knowledge.

● The skills listed are relevant to the position they are applying for.

● They are in order of comfort. which gives a interviewer an idea of what they could ask you.



Work Experience
In this section you will want to put:

● Company name

● Job Title

● Start date to end date (or present if you are still working there.)

For each job you will want to answer these questions.

● What was the issue your team was having? (what language did you use if it was  a programming job)

● How did you resolve that issue?

● How did your team and company benefit from your work?



Work Experience Example

● The problem can be inferred that there was no existing GUI and that this candidate willing took on more 

responsibilities to get it done.

● They mentioned what language they used and what they did to resolve the problem.

● By the end, the interviewer understands how they were helpful. As a major bonus they documented their work 

to further help others on their team.



Work Experience Example 2

This example is a bit more basic, but still works.

Through the company description the applicant can show to a recruiter how their work experience is relevant to the 

job they are applying for.

Then they listed their contributions to the team.



Projects
This section encompasses personal projects and school projects.

It should very similar to the work experience content. 

The interviewer will want to have a description of what the project is and your contribution to it.

You will want answer these questions:

● What was the project about?

● What language and/or engine did you use?

● Were you on a team?

● What was your contribution?



Project Section Example

● Gives a good description of what the project was about. 

● Lists the language and libraries they used. 

● Bullet points their contributions.



Education and Certificates

This section is pretty standard and you should include it either at the bottom or top of your resume.

List:

● School

● Expected year to graduate

● Major and secondary majors

For certificates you can just list the name and when you got it.



Education and Certificate Example

● Clearly lists out what school they are going to.

● Puts the month they are expected to graduate.

● Bonus certificates at the end.



Questions and Comments

Thank you!


